We have had our sign competition and the winners are.... Ashleigh and Tess!!!!!

Both the Junior and Senior students have bee busy putting their math skills to the test to map and re-design our SAKG.
During Science lessons, students have been looking at how materials change. Here, students made their own paint using flour, water and salt.

Students are currently focusing on writing recounts in the Junior Room. On this particular day, we went outside to find some inspiration! We called this, ‘Bubble Invasion’.

Students have been completing a variety of number activities, including, ‘Make 10 Again’.

In Art, students have been learning about primary and secondary colours. We had some fun making secondary colours!

Our famous Teepee! Students have had a wonderful time building a terrific Teepee. Each day the Teepee changes shape. It started with a few sticks and some fabric. This has been a very inclusive activity, with an enormous amount of energy involved!

Beautiful potatoes are still available to purchase from school. They are $2.50 per kg. Please make a note in your child’s diary if you are wanting to place an order. This money will be going back into our SAKG garden!